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1. Overview
The program DigiLog2  is  a  data  display and  logging  tool  for  our  digital  sglux  sensors
(digiprobe). One or more of such sensors employ a CAN bus interface and get connected
to standard USB ports by our CAN-to-USB converter digibox.

2. Installation & Prerequisites
The following steps are required in advance:

 installation of drivers for the digibox1

 installation of the DigiLog2 software1

(including one-time installation of the Labview runtime engine)

 digibox connected to any USB port of your system

 connect your digiprobe sensor(s) to any socket of the digibox
(sensors are also referred to as nodes in this manual)

3. Start up
After starting the program, the digibox selector window will appear.

Please choose the digibox you like to work with. If there
is only one digibox connected to your system, only one
entry is listed in black and can is pre-selected - pressing
OK is enough.

If there are more digiboxes alive you need to check their
ID number (printed on the bottom, e.g. PLxxx, look for
digits) and select them accordingly from the drop down
button.

If no digibox is connected to the system you get a dialog
message  demanding  to  connect  it  -  or  to  abort  the
program.

1 Please refer to the digibox-CAN Setup Guide which can be found here:
http://download.sglux.de/probes-digital/digiprobe-can/digibox-driver-can/digibox-can_Setup_Guide.pdf
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Figure 1: digibox selection dialog

http://download.sglux.de/probes-digital/digiprobe-can/digibox-driver-can/digibox-can_Setup_Guide.pdf
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4. Main Screen
The main screen displays the state of the digibox and other status information in the top
row. In the center is the list of sensors connected to the system. On the right side a number
of action buttons exist.

After completion of the digibox selection a scan for sensors takes place automatically. If
there have not been any sensors connected in advance the list is empty.

If sensors are connected later on a scan (Scan for Nodes) must be initiated manually to get
the new sensors recognized.

Some action buttons refer to the sensor selected in the list (“configure this node” and “drop
this node”) or for all nodes or the total program.

The main screen presents the following action buttons on the right:
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Figure 2: Main screen
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Button Focus Description

global

If sensors get connected or disconnected after initial program start, 
a scan must be initiated to get them recognized and displayed.

This function is disabled while data is logged to a file.

selected
sensor

Pressing this button will lead you to the Configuration Screen for the
selected sensor (see chapter 5), where sensor parameters, names 
and calibration values can be changed.

selected
sensor

Pressing this button will delete the node number (address on the 
CAN bus) given to the chosen sensor.
The sensor will grab a new address within five seconds after 
pressing this button. Interrupting the connection within these five 
seconds will keep the sensor address unset allowing to connect it to
another system and get a free address there automatically.

all sensors
This button will open the graphic data display (see chapter 6).

global
This button will open the logging configuration screen 
(see chapter 7).

logging
This button starts and stops the logging.
Please refer to chapter 7 before start to log data for the first time.

Table 1: Action buttons

The Browse support website will lead you to the download location for the software and
this document itself: http://download.sglux.de/probes-digital/digiprobe-can/ .
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5. Configuration Menu
Caution: Calibration factors should only be changed by instructed personal to avoid wrong
measurement results. It is strongly recommended to note all offset and factor values before
starting to change them.

All sensors have a base calibration consisting of the values  Current factor and  Current
offset. It is recommended not to change these values and instead use a calibration set to
modify calibration for application purposes.

The Current offset has the same value for the base calibration and all calibration sets. It
should not need to be changed under normal circumstances.

The  Current factor is used to scale the intensity to the SI unit W/m² and is valid for the
radiation spectra given in the datasheet or certificate.
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Figure 3: Configuration screen for a “new” sensor with firmware revision ≥ 020000
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The Current Avg. is a feature used to reduce the data rate of the acquisition. If this parameter is
zero, no averaging is done and the data rate is 13.75 readings per second. Values larger than zero
will  enable internal averaging of [n++]  readings. Setting this parameter to 7 will  activate internal
averaging of 8 consecutive readings and thus reduce the data rate to 13.75 / 8 = 1.72 readings per
second. This feature may be useful for slowly changing signals and also for noisy environments.
This feature is implemented for firmware revisions 020100 and up and ignored (and disabled) in all
previous versions.

The Nodename is a fixed name given by the manufacturer – it is not recommended to change this -
please always use the Nodealias for user defined identifiers.

The  Nodealias is  a user definable name given to the sensor to ease identification or inventory
purposes.

Sensors may contain more than one set of calibration settings (this feature is implemented for all
sensors listed on the main screen with Firmware numbers 020000 and larger (refer to Figure 2). 

The number of the stored calibration sets is given by the parameter Number of stored calibration
sets, where zero means only a base calibration is contained. If there are several calibration sets
stored  in  the  sensor  the  active  calibration  set  can  be selected  by application  software  via  the
parameter  Number of currently active calibration set, where zero denotes the base calibration
and numbers 1...5 denote that base calibration together with the given calibration set is used.

The temperature settings  Temp. offset,  Temp. factor, Temp. Avg and  Temp. rate should stay
unchanged for normal operation (the scale the temperature to degree Celsius with ±3K accuracy).

Older sensors with firmware revisions below 02.00.00 only provide a base calibration (refer to Table
2) and some further features.

The Current Avg. feature is implemented with firmware revision 02.01.00 and was ignored before.

The displayed temperature is the internal PCB temperature (including self-heating). This value is
used for internal temperature compensation in firmware revisions from 02.02.00 and up.

The availability of advanced features depends on the firmware revision of the sensor, see Table 2.

Feature name Description
Available

from firmware
revision

First official release base features only 01.xx.xx

Calibration sets
Internal storage for up to 5 named calibration sets 
that can be switched by application software

02.00.xx

Current Averaging
(Current Avg.)

Internal averaging for intensity readings to reduce 
data rate and/or noise

02.01.xx

Internal Temperature 
Compensation

Internal (mathematical) compensation of circuit and 
sensor temperature

02.02.xx

Table 2: Availability of features
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6. Graphic Display
This screen initially is empty. In the area Plot selection to can freely select 6 of all output
parameters of all sensors known to the application. Each sensor provides an intensity value
and a temperature value.

The axis settings can be changed with the setting tools directly above the graph area. To
change the upper or lower axis limit open the associated padlock and type in the desired
values directly into the axis inscription.

The history of the graph can be cleared (Clear Graph) at any time to have a more detailed
look at latest readings. The selection of displayed values can be cleared at any time (Reset
Sel.) to choose other values for display.

The graphical display is completely independent from the logging feature.
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Figure 4: Data display
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7. Logging Configuration
The most important parameter is the Logging base directory. To change that please click
on the folder icon, browse to the desired folder and accept it with Choose directory. This
folder is remembered and used for all subsequent data logging.

The Averaging Window in Seconds defines the time slice that is used for data reduction
within the log files. The default value of 10 seconds will create one line of data every 10
seconds - where all readings within this time slice are used to compute an average value
which  is  stored  together  with  statistical  data.  Please  refer  to  chapter  8 for  further
information.

The parameters  Time format, Save individual per-node log files and  Save CAN bus
debug log file are  for  debugging  and  troubleshooting  purposes  and  are  explained  on
request only.

Disk write buffer defines a buffer to reduce write operations for Flash and network drives.
Data is collected and only written once at the end of the interval or the termination of the
program.

The logging can be started by pressing the button Start/Stop logging on the main screen.
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The program will create a new folder in the selected Logging base directory containing the
log files. The  folder name can be changed at the main screen by editing the check box
Measurement Name.  For every new logging session a new folder will be created named
with the actual date/time and the Measurement Name. 

8. Log files

8.1. Format description

The data is saved as a CSV file with semicolon separated values and a dot is used as
decimal comma.

The log file starts with a header containing information about:

 Description of the acquisition

 Complete parameters of connected sglux sensor(s)

After the header the measurement data follow and are formatted according the Table 3.

Column Content Description

1 Time stamp Time stamp of the PC when data was received.

2 Relative time Relative time in seconds since start of logging. This is the time of 
the temporal “center” of the time slice used for averaging.

3 Intensity Average
Sensor 1

This gives the average value for all intensity readings of sensor 1 
within the time slice as floating point number.

4 Standard Deviation of
the Intensity of Sensor

1

The standard deviation of the intensity of sensor 1 throughout the 
time slice.

5 Number of Values
used for Intensity

averaging of Sensor 1

This gives the number of readings that have actually been used 
for calculation of the average and standard deviation of the 
intensity.

6 Temperature Average
Sensor 1

This gives the average value for all temperature readings of 
sensor 1 within the time slice as floating point number.

7 Standard Deviation of
the Temperature of

Sensor 1

The standard deviation of the temperature of sensor 1 throughout 
the time slice.

8 Number of Values used
for Temperature

averaging of Sensor 1

This gives the number of readings that have actually been used 
for calculation of the average and standard deviation of the 
temperature.

9 ++ For any further sensor six additional columns appear and they 
have the same meaning as columns 3 to 8 for the individual 
sensor.

Table 3: Log file format description
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8.2. Example Log file

[HEADER]
Computername;Program_ID;Username;Interface_Name;msr_name;Log_start
DH-WKS-COOLER;DigiLog2 [Rev. 0];stefan;ED000221;Test;2016-11-25 12:44:38

[NODE_ID_006]
Nodename;Nodealias;GUID;UID;FW
Sensor 3;2215-UVC;1F000000000000000000000000000001;sglux;020001
Current Offset;Current Factor;Current Avg.;Temp. Offset;Temp. Factor;Temp. Avg;Temp. 
Rate
4.06E+2;1.E+0;0;1.72600006E+2;4.00640011E-1;32;16
Calset Max;Calset Used
2;0
Calset 0 Name;Calset 0 Value;Calset 1 Name;Calset 1 Value;Calset 2 Name;Calset 2 
Value;Calset 3 Name;Calset 3 Value;Calset 4 Name;Calset 4 Value
PL-L 36W UVC;2.49999994E-5;zweihundert;2.07300003E+2;{none};1.00000000E+0;
{none};1.00000000E+0;{none};1.00000000E+0

[DATA]
system time;relative time;Int. Avg. node 6;Int. SD node 6;Int. samples node 6;Temp. Avg.
node 6;Temp. SD node 6;Temp. samples node 6
2016-11-25 12:44:43.46; 5,06; 48,316327; 105,136004; 98; 27,89; 0,034516; 6
2016-11-25 12:44:53.81; 15,41; 170,044944; 118,034944; 89; 27,82; 0,020950; 6
2016-11-25 12:45:03.67; 25,27; 48,813187; 60,397556; 91; 27,81; 0,010475; 5
2016-11-25 12:45:10.02; 31,62; 12,782609; 2,557636; 23; 27,79; 0,000000; 2

The latest revision of this document is available for download from this folder:

http://download.sglux.de/probes-digital/digiprobe-can/
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